DELUXE MULTI-FUNCTIONAL TACTICAL SLING

PVC-GB501

- Fully adjustable with non-slip grip and excellent quality metal snap hook
- Easy adjustment provides different lengths for various shooting positions
- Allows for quick and smooth actions in response to field scenarios
- Versatile straps with separate adaptable strap loops offer various ways to carry weapon at battle-ready positions
- Great for close encounter and battlefield operations

PARTS ILLUSTRATION

- BODY LOOP ADJUSTMENT
- SLIDER LOOP
- REAR STRAP ADAPTER
- DELUXE METAL SNAP HOOK
- FRONT SLING LOOP

INSTALLATION

FRONT SLING ADAPTER APPLICATION
A: SWIVEL STUD SNAP HOOK INSTALLATION
B: NYLON CORD ADAPTER INSTALLATION
C: FIX STOCK OPTION #1
D: FIX STOCK OPTION #2
E: FIX STOCK OPTION #3